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Fátima Antunes 

University of Minho, Portugal 

 

Governance and the European Education Area: Regulating Education and Visions for the 

Eu ope  P oject  
 

Theà i di e tàeffe ts àofàtheàd a i sàofàglo alisatio ài àtheàfieldàofàedu atio àa eà isi leàboth in 
the changes in the process of designing education policies and in the reconfiguration of education 
governance. Thus, where the Bologna Process is concerned, what seems to be on the agenda is a 
convergence with the model of market regulation, through the creation of mechanisms and 
bodies such as quality assurance and accreditation systems and agencies. In addition, the form of 
regulation determined by objectives represents a decisive development in processes of 
management of social and educational change in different sectors of education systems. The 
flagship-project of constructing a European Education Area and the lifelong learning paradigm 
appear to partake of the new legitimising myths that derive from the desire to envelop in the 
same sweep the planning of the physical, social and symbolic territory and the creation of 
subjects.  

Keywords: Globalisation; education policies; governance; regulation; Bologna process; European 
Education Area. 

 

Introduction 

The decision-making field in education has undergone profound transformations in the past 

few years: on the one hand, it has become broader and more complex, including modalities 

and actors of the supranational (and subnational) space; on the other hand, it is now 

curtailed and emptied at the national level and where some areas are concerned, in which 

process and procedures, legitimate decision-making entities, spaces and fora have been 

circumvented, surpassed, ignored or reactivated under a different status, notably as spheres 

for ratifying, developing or implementing the options and decisions made at supranational 

levels.  

The starting gun went off and we now find ourselves in a process taking us far from the 

decision-making models, forms and processes which we considered to be typical of pluralist 

Western democracies, built up over decades within national territories and political systems, 

namely the European: negotiation with legitimate representatives of social partners, more 

or less broad public debate, political debate – prior and inherent to any decision-making, 

whether parliamentary or otherwise – among the different political groups, party political or 

other, have been absent, or highly diminished, in recent important decisions. I refer here to 

the so-called Bologna Process and the Education & Training 2010 Programme,

                                                 
 Article published in RCCS 75 (October 2006). 
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the latter further including the Bruges-Copenhagen Process. 

Impacting more or less immediately, with greater or lesser effects, these different 

constellations of options and political decisions, mostly or exclusively involved the 

Education Ministers and/or Heads of State and of government who drew up and/or 

approved statements, measures, programmes and action lines. In the more recent stages 

of the Bologna Process, debates and working groups have included the participation of 

European associations of higher education institutions and student unions, with teachers 

and researchers having been entirely excluded up to the fourth Ministerial Conference 

held on 19 and 20 May 2005 in Bergen, Norway. As will be shown below, this new 

architecture and new cast in the field of education is not removed from the deliberately 

sought effect of deregulation (through the summary and extra-legal elimination of 

democratic controls inherent to the political processes set up in the national systems), 

produced by the expeditious, weakly institutionalised Ad-hoc Processes for 

intergovernmental political decision-making based on voluntary adherence (cf. Antunes, 

2005a; 2005b).  

Thus, although the political cycle can still be analysed as comprising traditional arenas of 

action – the context of influence, the context of policy text production and the context of 

practice (cf. Bowe, Ball and Gold, 1992) – it now involves very different processes and 

actors.1 

 

2. The agenda for education: Constitution and contents 

With a view to studying this phenomenon, which re-directs the process of education 

policy-making towards a supranational level, I will call upon a distinction put forward by Roger 

Daleà et ee àtheà politi sàofàedu atio àa dà edu atio àpoliti s. àF o àa àa al ti alàpoint of 

                                                 
1
 The context of influence represents the arena where the multiple interests of different actors and entities 

mobilise to mark out the definition and the purposes of education; the discourses and concepts on which 
education policy will be grounded take shape at this level. The context of policy text production has a close, 
though often difficult, relationship with the former: on the one hand, these texts set out to express policy, at 
times officially, at others in more informal ways; on the other, they do so by using a language which seeks to 
base itself on a purportedly general public good. Thus, the commitment to and the clash between different 
values, principles and interests, as well as the incoherence and inconsistency within and between texts are the 
salient mark of this second arena of action. The context of practice re-creates policy by interpretation, by the 
conflict between divergent readings, and by the interaction of these processes with the history, experiences 
and established practices that shape the contexts which policies address. It is the actors and the social relations 
active in this sphere that construct the more or less selective appropriations which shape policy in action (cf. 
Bowe, Ball and Gold, 1992: 19-23). 
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view, we may consider the supranational agenda for education in accordance with these two 

pla es:à theà p o essesà a dà st u tu esà th oughà hi hà [a à age daà fo à edu atio ]à isà eated à

(drawing up the agenda, defining objectives, issues, priorities); andà theàp o essesà he e à

thisàage daàisàt a slatedài toàp o le sàa dàissues à theà o te tsàofàtheàage da à Dale,à :à

à a dà de elopedà à ea sà ofà e st u tu i gà edu atio à i stitutio s,à p o essesà a dà

p a ti es à á tu es,à :à .à ásà aà fi stà step,à Ià ill concentrate on the plane of the 

constitution of the agenda for education, as it is currently being developed in the regional bloc 

which includes Portugal, the European Union, and on the quasi-continental intergovernmental 

political platforms in which the EU countries and institutions are incorporated, such as the so-

called Bologna Process (and the Bruges/Copenhagen Process). Then, I will put forward an 

understanding of how this agenda translates into problems and issues that embody a content 

for the restructuring of education. Thus, according to the above analytical proposal, my focus 

will be those elements that represent the context of influence and the context of policy text 

production.  

 

2.1. Desired effects: Aligning education in Europe 

Roger Dale (2005) proposes that we apprehend the relations between the nature, the role 

and place of the State in Westernised countries and the processes of globalisation, bearing 

i à i dàtheàdi e t,ài di e tàa dà ollate alà effe ts 2 of these dynamics. Taking the second of 

these latter categories, emphasis is placed on the fact that the indirect effects of 

globalisation on the governance of education include those consequences which, while not 

being specifically sought for, nevertheless deeply alter education systems. These 

phe o e aà a eà ootedà i à th eeà de elop e ts:à i à eoli e alà o stitutio alisatio à itsà

institutionalisation within the governments and political-economic systems of several 

countries through treaties, accords and multilateral conventions – for example, the set of 

measures known as the Washington Consensus, the setting up of the World Trade 

Organisation (WTO) and of the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), the 

                                                 
2
 Theà te à effe ts à egiste sà ho à theseà p o essesà te dà toà eà e pe ie edà à pe so sà atà aà atio alà le el.à

However, the author highlights the idea that these are not dynamics which affect States as entities and political 
actors; on the contrary, they are one of the categories of actors that are most visibly and actively involved and 
interested in, as well as committed to, the promotion of globalising processes. The direct effects of ongoing 
globalising processes are intentional/requested/wished for; predictable and specific; indirect effects are wished 
for, predictable and non-specific; collateral effects are not wished for, non-specific, but predictable (Dale, 
2005).  
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European Monetary System, New Public Management); (ii) the progressive broadening of 

theà et o kà state à a dà theà setti gà upà ofà sup a atio alà politi al-economic bodies (at 

regional or other levels) such as the European Union or the World Trade Organisation; (iii) 

the globalisation of production. The effects of these dynamics make themselves felt most 

acutely in changes in both the pattern and the scale of governance, setting up a globally 

structured agenda for education (Dale, 2000; 2005: 57-59; Antunes, 2001; 2004). 

Thus, Dale proposes that, for instance, analysis of the policies involved in the promotion 

of privatisation of, choice in, and markets for education should be done within the frame of 

an approach which examines the politics of education, querying the way educational 

resources and benefits are allocated (Dale, 1997a; 1997b). From this point of view, what is at 

stake is the pattern of governance in education, defined by a given combination of the 

dimensions of governance (activities: funding, provision, regulation, property; social forms of 

social coordination: the State, the market, the community, the family; scale: supranational, 

national, subnational) (Dale 1997a; 2005). In this sense, it is hypothetically possible to find 

different patterns of governance in the field of education.  

Given its importance and multiple connotations, I will attempt to outline the 

theoretical-semantic field of the concept of regulation, since it is here that the problematics 

under discussion largely focus, find their inspiration or references. Thus, based on the theory 

of the French Regulation School, I will define the mode of regulation as the network of 

institutions which favour the congruence of individual and collective behaviour and mediate 

social conflicts, succeeding in producing conditions for stabilisation (always temporary and 

dynamic, albeit prolonged) of a given regime of accumulation (cf. Boyer, 1987: 54-5; 1997: 3; 

áglietta,à :à ,à ;à the efo e,à ità ep ese tsà aà setàofà ediatio sà hi hà ai tai à theà

distortions produced by the accumulation of capital at limits compatible with social cohesion 

ithi à atio s à f.àáglietta,à :à .àI àthisàse se,à egulatio à a à eàu de stoodàasàaàsetà

of activities tending toward stabilisation and institutionalisation, temporary, dynamic, but 

prolonged. For Roger Dale, regulation signifies, in the context of education, activities of 

control, i.e. activities defining the framework for the provision of education services which 

the State undertakes through policies and legal sanctions (Dale, 1997a: 277). Although this 

formulation suggests that regulation is an exclusive attribute of the State, it is nevertheless 

possible to admit that other bodies or entities likewise play a role here in areas defined, and 

possibly delegated by, the State. Regulation thus entails defining standards and rules that 
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make up the framework within which institutions operate (Dale, 1997a).3 Roger Dale has, 

however, argued that the State did not retain control over regulation, but rather set itself up 

asà aà egulato à ofà lastà eso t, à thatà is,à ità hasà keptà autho it à a dà espo si ilit à fo à theà

governance of education, although it does not control the ways in which the activities 

concerned are coordinated (Dale, 2005: 67).  

Fo à Ba oso,à i à aà o ple à so ialà s ste à su hà asà theà edu atio à s ste à the eà isà aà

plurality of regulation sources, objectives and modalities depending on the diversity of 

a to sà i ol edà thei à positio s,à i te estsà a dà st ategies . à Thus,à theà oo di atio ,à theà

equilibrium or the transformation of the educational system result from the interaction of 

the multipleà egulato àde i es à Ba oso,à :à .à Thisàautho àdis e sà th eeà egulato à

modalities based on different alliances among pivotal actors in the educational field: 

bureaucratic regulation, built up over the duration of the process of educational system 

development, which corresponds to an alliance between the State and teachers; market-

based regulation, visible in many, mainly English-speaking, countries, from the 1980s 

onwards, which involves an alliance between the State and parents, particularly those of 

middle-class status; community-based regulation, essayed in processes developed at local 

level, for example, in Portugal over the past few years, which is based on alliances between 

teachers and families (Barroso, 2003: 11-2).  

I will, therefore, consider regulation in the field of education as: (i) the set of 

mechanisms set off to produce congruence of individual and collective behaviours and to 

mediate social conflicts, as well as to limit the distortions which might threaten social 

cohesion, including especially (ii) the definition of standards and rules that set up the 

framework for institutional functioning.  

According to Dale, the nature and the meaning of regulation have changed over the 

past few years: on the one hand, there has been a shift from what has been perceived as a 

rule-governed form of regulation, which operates ex ante, through the inputs – that is, the 

conditions (norms, directions, resources, policies, etc.) provided to the educational system 

– to a goal-governed form of regulation, which operates ex post, grounded on certain 

outputs of the system (Dale 1997a: 279; 2005). But the change has now apparently 

reached another level, where the basis of regulation resides in the outcomes determined 

for the system. Thus, the results required of the functioning of educational systems must 
                                                 
3
 Dale develops his argument based on Hood (1995) and Majone (1990). 
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be translated into immediate performances/ products/outputs displayed by schools and by 

which they will be evaluated. Dale argues that the supranational agenda for education and 

training has already reached this latter form of regulation and that evaluations such as 

PISA illustrate this mechanism for controlling outcomes.4 

On the other hand, in accord with the analysis which signals the emergence and 

importance of the Articulating State (Santos, 1998; Antunes, 2001), Dale spells out a shift in 

the role of the State, from control of regulation to authority over regulation. As also argued 

by Santos (1998), it is now in charge of meta-regulation, that is, of defining the contexts, 

conditions and parameters for negotiating and confronting social interests; in other words, it 

must take on the task of setting up the rules of the game and be ultimately accountable for 

the failures and abuses of regulation (Dale, 2005).  

 

2.1.1. Bologna, deregulation and alignment 

Some of the most important changes in the governance of education have been advanced by 

means of three strategies: deregulation, juridification and New Public Management (Dale, 

1997a). The supranational agenda that has been developed through European-scale 

pro esses,à ithàtheàEu opea àU io àa dàtheàCo issio sàst o gàleadàa dàsuppo t,à o sistsà

largely of advancing these dynamics. Deregulation aims to remove barriers and obstacles to 

the free circulation of a given product or service and to consumer choice. This entails 

eliminating existing forms of control, of a bureaucratic (contests, etc.) or a democratic 

nature (multilateral entities, representative bodies), perceived as threats to the liberalising 

programme. Typically, deregulation liquefies political-geographical and territorial frontiers in 

order to maximise exchange value, and thus enhance the power embodied in economic and 

cultural capital and/or individual and collective status.  

The programme currently running in tandem with the so-called Bologna Process includes 

a sui generis facet of deregulation that attempts to eliminate national specificities and 

autonomy, replacing them with a rigid supranational regulation. In effect, conditions 

                                                 
4
 This is the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), developed by the OECD from 2000 in 

order to measure the skills of 15-year-olds; the aim is not to evaluate knowledge gained from schooling, but 
performance when faced with tasks, defined by OECD technical staff as demonstrating important skills. The 
first PISA evaluations, in 2000, covered a sample of 15-year-olds in 43 countries (28 of which were OECD 
members) and focused primarily on reading literacy; PISA-2003 focused mainly on the areas of mathematics 
a dà s ie esà a dà i ol edà à ou t iesà f.à OECD,à ;à Cussóà a dà D á i o,à ;à
http://www.pisa.oecd.org/pages/0,3417, en_32252351_32236225_1_1_1_1_1,00.html). 
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generally sought through deregulation programmes (free circulation, competitiveness and 

choice of a given product) are in this case supported by means of a most muscular and 

stringent programme formatting courses and degrees. As in other areas, this entails a two-

pronged process: removal of barriers threatening liberalisation objectives (singularities, 

political-cultural and institutional ties and resources) and the imposition of new parameters 

that are compatible with this aim. Amaral and Magalhães point precisely to this risk of de-

characterisation and uniformisation, convincingly basing their argument on less trumpeted 

developments such as the suggestion for designing European core programmes or curricula 

(Amaral and Magalhães, 2004: 88).  

According to Dale (1997a), one of the most significant changes has taken place at the 

level of pattern of regulation. European countries are leaving behind that which was their 

typical orientation of State intervention, whether directly, or by means of legislation, to take 

up the more typically American model of handing over a substantial part of these functions 

to entities which purport to be independent in the sense that they do not have ties (for 

instance, at contract level) with any of the regulated parties (see, in Portugal, the months-

long paralysis of the body responsible for regulating the health sector or the authority which 

regulates competition). Thus, the predicted establishment, at European and national level, 

of evaluation, quality assurance and accreditation agencies, namely in the fields of 

vocational education and training and of higher education, is the step required for the 

transition to this regulatory pattern closely copied from the American market organisation 

model.  

The restructuring of the cultural, political and social nature of certain spheres of collective 

life by enshrining in law the directions and constraints which take on certain partial interests 

as constitutive elements of the community itself, and as such imperative in their very 

substance, represents the process of expressive and extensive juridification of social life (cf. 

Dale 1997a: 278; Santos, 1998: 27-8). This development withdraws ample areas from the 

dynamics of representation, management and negotiation of interests and of political 

confrontation and conflict; in this sense, it is part of the wider process of the limitation of 

democracy, as an attempt to deal with the growing demands and claims of populations 

without unsustainable loss of legitimacy (the creation of the European Central Bank and of 

the Stability and Growth Pact are well-known examples of such a strategy, of which the so-

called Bologna Process is a simulacrum displaying peculiar features and consequences).  
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Juridification is absent from the dynamics surrounding the Education & Training 2010 

Programme, while in the so-called Bologna Process we witness a political agreement – at 

ministerial level and with the force of an intergovernmental conference and declaration, the 

latter being presented internally, and in many cases perceived, by the majority of political 

actors as a binding State commitment, with legal force and, therefore, of an imperative 

nature – which is translated into legal texts and, finally, imbued with legal force, reached at 

the end of the process, even if invoked from the start. I would suggest that this is a sui 

generis process, in which the effects of de facto juridification precede and generate a 

process of juridification in law: a commitment (purportedly carrying the force of legal 

legitimacy) is invoked in order to justify bypassing established political procedures within 

national democratic systems, which are carried out merely to lend legal cover to prior 

decisions understood as definitive.  

This type of (ex post) juridification, bringing real consequences, is, as has already often 

been signalled, a manifestation of the so-called democratic deficit which characterises 

processes, institutions and political systems in Europe/the European Union (see, for 

example, Santos, 1995: 286). Several voices have raised the issue of the attempt to silence 

and prevent dissent, replacing debates and discussion documents with celebratory events 

a dàp o la atio sà seeàá a alàa dàMagalhães,à à thatà o u à ithàthisà e lusi eàa dà

e ludi g à ipola à odel à hi hà ha a te isesà theà e àa hite tu eàa dàtheà e à astàofà

actors in the fieldàofàedu atio ài àtheàEu opea à o te tà á tu es,à ;à .à 

The emphasis (typically inspired by the edicts of New Public Management) on 

accountability – to the European Council, the European Commission (in the case of the 

Education & Training 2010 Programme) and the Follow-up Group (in the case of the Bologna 

Process) – suggests the development of different trajectories within the same dynamic. In 

the first case, there is a sharp emphasis on achieving explicit and measurable results on the 

part of education and training systems, which is analogous to the obsession with 

accountability in terms of results to the governing entities of the Programme and not to its 

users. 

In the second case, we still witness a form of goal-governed regulation, although in this 

phase goals are not yet expressed in terms of results obtained by education systems. 

However, the implementation of the action lines defined at the regular meetings that take 

place during the Ministerial Conferences is minutely monitored, with requests being made 
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for national reports, requests for information addressed to the responsible bodies and the 

drawing up of multiple reports presenting performance indicators, achievement graphs, 

scorecards, comparative performance lists and tables – in sum, an impressive production of 

control instruments, procedures and methodologies on the part of extra-national bodies, 

contrasting stridently with the virtual lack of follow-up, accountability to, or even regard for 

the actors, groups or categories involved in the field of action, who carry out institutional 

and national educational missions, functions and policies day after day.5 

In like manner, if we analyse the Education & Training 2010 Programme, there has been 

a persistent concern since 1999 with concrete future objectives,6 later defined for the 

educational and training systems of the signatory States (numbering 31 since January 

2003). To achieve these objectives, reference parameters for education and training were 

setàupàa dà efe e eàle elsàofàEu opea àa e ageàpe fo a e àdefi edài à espe tàofàfi eà

pa a ete sà toà eà putà i à pla eà asà a à i st u e tà toà o ito à i ple e tatio à ofà theà

programme (cf. European Commission, 2002; Education, Youth and Culture Council, 2003: 

7). Thus, the method for putting in place the policy/programme includes as a crucial 

element the definition of procedures for controlling its degree of success. This logic derives 

f o à theà optio à take à i à fa ou à ofà esol i gà politi alà deadlo ksà th oughà e ou seà toà

te h i alà i st u e ts à a dà th ough re-di e ti gà politi alà issuesà toà theà o eà diffuseà

do ai à ofà go e a e, à he eà i di ato sà a dà e h a ks,à egulato à age ies,à e pe tà

et o ks,à utualà a ou ta ilit ,à pa t e shipà a o ds,à està p a ti eà e ha ges à uleà

(Nóvoa, 2005: 199).  

The indirect effects of globalisation processes in the governance of education are 

openly visible in some of the most important ongoing dynamics in the supranational 

context, notably in the above-mentioned Education & Training 2010 Programme and the 

                                                 
5
 Just to give a rough idea of the monitoring data produced for the May 2005 Ministerial Conference, in Bergen, 

the following can be listed: (i) national reports drawn up for the Bologna Follow-up Group (BFUG); (ii) From 
Berlin to Bergen, the General Report of the BFUG; (iii) Bologna Process Stocktaking, a report produced by the 
working group set up by the BFUG; (iv) Trends IV: European Universities Implementing Bologna, a report drawn 
up under the European University Association; (v) Focus on the Structure of Higher Education in Europe, a 
document drawn up by the Eurydice network covering the 40 countries which signed up to the Bologna 
Process; (vi) The Black Book of the Bologna Process, a report prepared by ESIB, the body which represents 
national Student Unions in Europe (to access these documents, see http://bologna-bergen2005no/).  
6
 The Stockholm European Council of 23/24 March 2000 adopted the Report from the Education Council to the 

European Council on The Concrete Future Objectives of Education and Training Systems,à hi hàdefi esà th eeà
o eteà st ategi à o je ti es à a dà thi tee à asso iatedà o je ti esà toà eà pu suedà à ea sà ofà politi alà
oope atio ,àusi gàa à ope à ethodàofà o-o di atio à f.àCo issãoàEu opeia,à .à 

http://bologna-bergen2005no/
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Bologna Process. Theàde elop e tsàIàha eàa al sed,àsu hàasà theà o stitutio alisatio àofà

theà eoli e alà p oje t, à theà oade i gà ofà a easà a dà theà i te sif i gà ofà theà f e ue à

ithà hi hà“tatesàa tàa o di gàtoàtheà et o kàstate à odel,à ep ese tàtheàsou eàf o à

which spring diverse moments and facets of these processes. We thus find projects for 

change in the regulation (and, therefore, in the governance) of education, both in 

respect of dividing and combining the scales in which they are embedded, and in the 

pattern of governance and of regulation: in this way, supranational entities take on given 

activities (the definition of the pattern and form of regulation,àofàtheàs ste s ào je ti es,à

of results and of control modalities and procedures), whereas national and local levels 

are naturally expected to put in place political measures and processes which follow the 

supranational agenda. Again with regard to the regulation pattern, and namely where 

the Bologna Process is concerned, the General Agreement on Trade in Services appears 

to be on the horizon, as is the internal services market of the European Union, and both 

serve as inspiration for an approximation to the North-American market regulation 

model, through the creation of devices and bodies which head regulation (such as quality 

assurance and accreditation systems and agencies). On the other hand, the goal-

governed form of regulation has gained ground and impact, a development which can 

clearly be seen in the management processes of social and educational change current ly 

under way with respect to the different sectors of the educational systems concerned.  

 

2.2. Aligning education in Europe: Meanings, instruments and projects  

If we analyse the supranational agenda for education now on the plane of education politics, 

weà a à o side à theàp o essesà he e àthisàage daàisàt a slatedài toàp o le sàa dàissues à

theà o te tàofàtheàage da à Dale,à :à àa dàisàde elopedà th oughàtheà e st u tu i gàofà

edu atio alài stitutio s,àp o essesàa dàp a ti es à á tu es,à :à .à 

 

2.2.1. Probable meanings: The market and cosmopolitanism 

Taking as reference points the ten action lines defined in the Bologna (1999), Prague (2001) 

and Berlin (2003) declarations,7 we can identify five categories that relate to diverging 

                                                 
7
 See the following documents: Bologna Declaration (1999). Joint Declaration of the European Ministers of 

Education Convened in Bologna on 19 June 1999, at http://www.bologna-bergen2005.no/Docs/00-
Main_doc/990719BOLOGNA_DECLARATION.PDF (consulted on 22 June 2009); Towards the European Higher 
Education Area, Communiqué of the Meeting of European Ministers in Charge of Higher Education in Prague on 
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directions for the project of erecting the European Education Area(s) (in higher education 

and research). What these European projects consist of is open to debate; however, they 

appear to point to a diluting of several frontiers between systems, institutions, spaces and 

trajectories. I believe, however, that this diluting of frontiers marks processes which are 

highly differentiated and ambivalent, that it testifies to phenomena displaying contradictory 

directions, with significantly different origins, degrees of intensity and consequences. Thus, 

both the setting up of a market grounded on more exacting or minimalist regulation, and the 

deepening of cooperation or even the erecting of a European form of cosmopolitanism in 

the educational field present themselves as possible directions, albeit not equally probable, 

of the developments proposed and set under way. In this manner, the ten action lines can be 

grouped under the following categories: mobility; convergence; regulation; 

cooperation/cosmopolitanism; the market.8 As we can see, this brief outline of the action 

lines suggests the potential ambiguity of these directions. The case of convergence provides 

a particularly apt illustration: if cooperation among European higher education institutions is 

encouraged with a view to erecting a cosmopolitan scientific-cultural space, it is dispensable; 

if, on the contrary, the agenda is dominated by the establishment of a competitive market, it 

is an unavoidable goal.9 Thus, the scenario I have outlined suggests and reinforces the 

                                                                                                                                                         
19 May 2001 at http://www.bologna-bergen2005.no/Docs/00-Main_doc/010519PRAGUE_COMMUNIQUE.PDF 
o sultedào à àJu eà ;à ‘ealisi gàtheàEu opea àHighe àEdu atio àá ea, àCommuniqué of the Conference 

of Ministers responsible for Higher Education in Berlin on 19 September 2003, at http://www.bologna-
bergen2005.no/Docs/00-Main_doc/030919Berlin_Communique.PDF(consulted on 22 June 2009).  
8
   

Objectives (stated or suggested) Mobility 
 

Convergence Regulation Market Cooperation/ 
Cosmopolitanism 

Action lines 1 
2 
3 
4 

10 

1 
2 
3 
4 

10 

1 
2 
3 
5 

10 

1 
2 
3 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

1 
3 
4 
6 
7 

10 

The action lines defined for the Bologna Process are as follows: 1. Adoption of a system of easily readable and 
comparable degrees; 2. Adoption of a system essentially based on two cycles; 3. Establishment of a system of 
credits; 4. Promotion of mobility; 5. Promotion of European cooperation in quality assurance; 6. Promotion of 
the European dimension in higher education; 7. Lifelong learning; 8. Higher Education institutions and students; 
9. Promotion of attractiveness of the European Higher Education Area; 10. Doctoral studies and the synergy 
between the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) and the European Research Area (ERA). It should be 
pointed out that official documents tersely state that the social dimension of higher education (an action line 
put forward and repeatedly requested by the National Unions of Students in Europe as a consulting member in 
this process) is to be understood as an overarching or transversal action line, with no additional explanation 
being provided for its concrete application. (cf. Work programme 2003-2005 for the Bologna Follow-Up Group, 
24 March 2004, http://www.aic.lv/ace/ace_disk/Bologna/maindoc/BFUG_workprogramme2003-05.pdf)  
9
 áàt polog àofà poli à atio alesàa dàapp oa hesàtoà oss- o de àedu atio , àd a àupà àtheàOECD,àp ese ts 

http://www.bologna-bergen2005.no/Docs/00-Main_doc/010519PRAGUE_COMMUNIQUE.PDF
http://www.aic.lv/ace/ace_disk/Bologna/maindoc/BFUG_workprogramme2003-05.pdf
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interpretation that creating conditions for competition among economic-political institutions 

and spaces determines the nature and rhythm of the Bologna Process (see, among others, 

Amaral and Magalhães, 2004; Neave, 2004).  

 

2.2.2. A new trilogy: Quality assurance, accreditation, recognition 

The Bergen Conference of Ministers defined three major policy development areas directed 

at achieving the goals agreed upon for 2005- ,àp ese tedàasà ke à ha a te isti sàofàtheà

st u tu eàofàtheàEHEá à f.àThe European Higher Education Area – Achieving the Goals, pg. 6). 

Thus, the intense activity taking place in erecting a new regulation framework in which 

institutions operate (Dale, 1997a) involves: a) a converging model grounded on the 

definition of a measurement unit (the European credit) used in the area of vocational 

training and in higher education, which allows similar or matching standards to be defined 

for a large number of courses, diplomas and institutions; b) defining a single system of 

degrees which may display minimal variations, nevertheless countered by the suggestion of 

a preferred Anglo-Saxon version of 3+2 years, or 180+120 European credits, for the first two 

cycles; c) the endeavour to establish evaluation, quality assurance and accreditation systems 

grounded on bodies and procedures to be articulated at both national and transnational 

level (cf. Antunes, 2005b).10  

The central position taken by standardising, codifying and measuring operations in the 

learning process (the ubiquity of European credits, as a measuring unit, and of outcomes as 

codification and standardisation of learning) heightens the suspicion that the direction of 

this process will result first and foremost from the commercial, rather than essentially 

cultural, exchanges thus made possible. Quality, transparency and comparability, as key aims 

of the European Higher Education Area, are terms divested of cultural density, incapable of 

describing, expressing or mobilising cultural exchanges and fertilizations which are mutually 

desired and enriching, in consonance with a project committed to cooperation and 

cosmopolitanism. Establishing a measuring unit claiming eventually to become a universal 

                                                                                                                                                         
four modalities: (i) mutual understanding (carrying a long history, of which the Socrates-Erasmus programmes 
promoted by the European Union are, among other, presented as examples; (ii) skilled migration; (iii) revenue 
generation; (iv) capacity building (these approaches, which emerged in the 1990s, have a strong economic 
emphasis) (cf. OECD, 2004: 4-5)  
10

 Andreas Fejes argues that the Bologna Process is a standardising technique (of which the European Credit 
Transfer System [ECTS] and the supplement to the diploma are part) associated to the technique for 
determining objectives, both representing modes of governing, i.e. of constituting and managing subjects 
(universities, nations, states, citizens) (Fejes, 2005: 14 e ss.). 
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translation of educational and learning processes threatens to slide quickly from the outline 

of a caricature to a dangerous and powerful means of emptying and impoverishing the 

complexity of educational dynamics and of intercultural relations. In this sense, the prospect 

of a (global) casino culture, based on commercial exchanges in learning processes which, as 

Bernstein argues, circulate without ever affecting subjects (Bernstein, 1998), appears as the 

ever more likely horizon as a result of developments and courses of action at present 

effectively in place.  

For their part, the systems of quality assurance represent, according to some specialists, a 

new evaluative and normative stratum between institutions and administration, whose 

st ategi à goal à isà toà i je tà theà p i ipleà ofà o petitio à et ee à i di idualà u i e sities, à

representing an expression ofàthatà u iousàEu opea àpa ado à hi hà o sistedàofàtheà“tateà

i je ti gàtheà a ketàp i ipleài toàhighe àedu atio à(Neave, 2004: 8, 9; Afonso, 1998: 76).  

Still according to other scholars, the accreditation model adopted in the context of the 

USA higher education system, currently undergoing a crisis and the target of wide-ranging 

critiques, appears to be the object of emulation selected to be included in the so-called 

Bologna Process. The US model of accreditation is congruent with a higher education system 

i à hi hà theà a ketàpla sàaàdo i a tà ole,à hileàtheàfede alàgo e e tàisàa se tàf o àtheà

s ste sà egulatio , à a dà hasà ee à theà o je tà ofà pe siste tà atte ptsà toà akeà ità appea à

consensual in official documents, despite the fact that such proposals have been greeted by 

heads and representatives of institutions with opposition, controversy and discord (see 

Amaral and Magalhães, 2004: 89-94). Thus, according to Amaral, combining regulation by 

defi i gà out o es àsu je tà àsu je t à ithà Eu opea àa creditation systems will create an 

i tole a leàa dàstifli gà u eau a à á a al,à :à .à 

The trilogy of instruments (quality assurance, standards and guidelines, recognition and 

accreditation) which we find in the making within the context of the Bologna Process, is 

associated, in the Bergen Ministerial Conference programme, to the creation of a new reality 

which is the provision of education services across borders. This entails preparing Europe for 

this expanding universe, in which education is a component of the service sector whose 

governance is in the process of mutating. In the Bergen document, the change in the pattern 

and scale of governance are presented as givens (a pattern of governance in which the State 

is not a central protagonist, in which the market becomes an important, if not the major, 

element of social coordination, in which supply and regulation encompass the supranational 
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level); what is being debated is the form and the pattern of regulation, in the above-

mentioned senses. Alternatives appear as circumscribed between, on the one hand, the 

construction of a consolidated structure of regulation grounded on the three pillars of 

quality assurance, accreditation and recognition, and, on the other hand, a minimalist form 

of regulation determined by the requirements of the workings of the market and grounded 

on the interactions and agreements ensuing from this process. Thus, the view is held that 

eati gà aà common quality base à i à theà Eu opea à o te tà isà a prerequisite for the 

European Higher Education Area, à thatà ualit à assu a eà isà pa tàofà theà responsibility [of] 

the individual institutions, à thatà e og itio à o e sà individuals and their need for 

portable qualifications, à a dà thatà a editatio àesta lishesà aà o o à setàofà o s. à The 

state e tà ofà theà eedà fo à aà ualit à o se sus à isà o i edà ithà aà allà fo à aà glo alà

e og itio às ste àa dàitsàasso iatedà halle gesàa dà isks:à i à a age e tàa dàp ote tio à

of national educational policies; (ii) the sustained assurance of quality in education in regard 

toà o e ialà p o ide sà hoà a eà elu ta tà toà a eptà espo si ilit à fo à theà edu atio alà

e i o e tàthe ài ha it ;àa dà iii àtheàglo alisedàt adeài àhighe àedu atio àse i es,à hi hà

hasà al ead à e o eà aà sig ifi a tà seg e tà ofà o ldà se i eà t ade, à soà thatà i à theà GáT“ 

context many are concerned about the fact that issues of quality in education might be 

ig o edàa dàpushedàtoàtheà a gi s. à 

In this context, we find depoliticised and non-discussed options (education is a service 

whose nature allows it to be integrated in the set of services which are being fully 

liberalised; the global education market will continue to expand; in this context, regulation 

should rest on the pillars of quality assurance, recognition and accreditation), as well as 

seasoned debates and grounded choices: politically sustained and legitimated supranational 

education regulation has clearly been adopted as an alternative to regulation forms 

determined by the workings, interests and forces of the market, incapable of safeguarding 

theà spe ialà ofà ualit à aspe tsà ofà edu atio à – specifically the interests of the weaker 

countries that are the potential victims of low-quality and/or for-profit education across 

o de s à Co fe e eàP og a e,à :à ,à .  

As remarked by Mathisen (2005: 16, 17),  

One may argue that the UNESCO conventions could constitute an alternative legal framework 
to GATS in higher education. The conventions are legally binding instruments that have been 
ratified by over 100 member states covering ever à egio àofàtheà o ld.à[…]àTheàfu da e talà
difference between the GATS and UNESCO lies in their purpose, the first promotes higher 
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education trade liberalization for purposes of profit; the UNESCO Conventions are concluded 
with the intention of advancing internationalization of higher education.  
 

The mix adopted for this new regulation framework includes a rule-governed form of 

regulation (harmonising the credit system and the degree system) which operates ex ante, 

as well as a goal- and outcome-governed form of regulation, with ex post control (the 

evaluative stratum of quality assurance systems). The possible, and foreseeably most likely, 

widespread adoption of forms of accreditation at the European level (Amaral and 

Magalhães, 2004), or even at national level, will strengthen the normative power of such 

intermediary bodies with regard to the options made for the management and functioning 

of institutions. These are liable to deepen the impact of mercantile and competitive 

rationales in the sector and reduce to a minimum the values, logic and powers associated 

with academic work.  

I argue that the Bologna Process sets off the erecting of a new regulatory framework in the 

higher education system; I further suggest that building up the European internal market, 

spotlit by the polemical Bolkestein Directive and the General Agreement on Trade in Services, 

represent horizons directing the options concerned. The convergence around a system of 

degrees, the establishment of common guidelines and standards for quality assurance systems 

and of common norms for degree recognition suggest that we are faced with the creation of 

conditions both for the removal of controls and features (of a democratic and bureaucratic 

nature) which prevent free circulation, competitiveness and choice between courses and 

institutions (deregulation), as well as for the setting up of rules and parameters under which 

institutions operate (re-regulation), which are compatible with creating a market eventually 

invested with a demanding form of regulatio .à Theà ha geà i à theà “tate sà oleà isà ei gà

completed in the context of the fledgling European Higher Education Area. As highlighted 

above, in this framework, it appears to be up to the public political authorities, States or inter- 

and supra-State bodies, to carry out meta-regulation, that is, setting the rules of the game and 

assuming ultimate responsibility, in view of the failure and abuses of regulation (Santos, 1998; 

Dale, 2005).  

 

2.2.2.1. Bologna times: Echoes of days going by 

In Portugal, the restructuring of the degree system has been ongoing since 2004. Its first 

stage has been irregular and marked by fits and starts, with minimalist involvement on the 
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part of institutions, their bodies and actors, under explicit pressure from the relevant 

authorities as regards the urgency of the measures to be taken, and with sparse public 

echoes with respect to a political process based on performing the obligatory rituals of 

information and consultation.11 The reform which hopefully will thus be put in place will 

achieve the success which can be produced from the lack of knowledge, the lack of 

understanding, the distancing and the adherence deliberately wrought during the course of 

the few years of its gestation.  

More recently, the development of the set of measures agreed upon in Bergen was 

publicly presented at the end of 2005 by the Minister for Science, Technology and Higher 

Edu atio ,à Ma ia oà Gago,à hoà a ou edà theà follo i g:à i à aà glo alà e aluatio à ofà theà

higher education system and of the policies o e ed, àtoà eà a iedàoutà àtheàOECD;à ii à

theàe aluatio àofào goi gàp o essesàa dàp a ti esàofà ualit àassu a e,àa editatio àa dà

assess e tà ofà highe à edu atio , à toà eà effe tedà à theà Eu opea à Net o kà fo à Qualit à

Assurance in Higher Education (ENQá ;àtheàlatte àisàe pe tedàtoàp odu eà e o e datio sà

that will lead to the establishment of a national system for accreditation and of practices 

which dovetail with the standards and directives for quality assurance in the European 

higher education area ;à iii à aà olu ta à p og a eà ofà i te atio alà assess e tà ofà

Portuguese establishments of higher education, at public and private university and 

pol te h i à le el,àa dàthei à espe ti eàu its, à toà eà a iedàoutà àtheàEu opea àU i e sit à

Association (EUA) in cooperation with the European Association of Institutions in Higher 

Education (EURASHE). 

The legal text that enshrines these measures testifies vividly to the concerns, assumptions 

and directions that guide this set of options. It is a matter of prepa i gàtheà ou t àfo à theà

challenges inherent to quality assurance, ability to meet requirements, and international 

o petiti e essà ithi à theà sphe eà ofà highe à edu atio , à a à u de sta di gà o fi edà atà

a iousàstages,àasàillust atedà àtheàdis ussio àofà st ategies àa dà s e a ios à ithà espe tàtoà

                                                 
11

 See, for example, umjornal,à àJul à ,àpg.à :à Theà‘e to à[ofàMi hoàU i e sit ,àGui a ãesà‘od igues]àstatesà
that the Ministry for Science, Technology and Higher Education appointed a working group from the different 
a easà ofà k o ledgeà ithoutà o sulti gà theà e to s,à hoà e eà otà i fo edà ofà theà atte . à Público, 9 
No e e à ,àpg.à ,à alsoà epo tedà thatà Bei aà I te io à stude tsà allà i toà uestio à theà i ple e tatio à of 
Bolog a, à o testi gàtheà fa tàthatàso eàtea he sà e eàappl i gà ulesàofàassess e tàthatà ha eà otà età ee à
app o edà à theà“e ate,àa dà hi hàa eà asedào àtheàBolog aàDe la atio . àO à à Ja ua à ,àpg.à ,à theà
sa eà e spape à epo tedàthatà O à th

 January, the Minister Mariano Gago summoned the main partners in 
order to hand over three Decree-Law proposals, the documents required to regulate the Bologna Process. The 
Minister allowed less than two weeks for the partners to discuss and submit their views. à 
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ualit à assu a eà i à lightà ofà theà e a ka leà g o thà i à e e tà ea sà i à theà fieldà ofà

transnational education and in what has been designated as new education modalities: 

distance learning programmes, university bra hà a puses,à f a hises,à a o gà othe s à

(Resolution no. 484/2006 [2nd Series]: 333, 332 336]. However, since the future emerges as 

plural and carries within it a multiplicity of possible, or even probable, directions, we are in 

need of public information and debate – at national, parliamentary, and institutional level – 

on the horizons, alternatives, scenarios and implications of the choices made by the 

Portuguese government. We also need to know more about the reasons behind the 

go e e t sà o e sàa dàoptions, since the paucity of information gleaned from the legal 

text regarding the grounds that legitimise the decision made merely clarifies the nature of 

the political practice in place.  

In early 2006, institutions were faced with the possibility of immediate completion of 

certain stages of the process of aligning higher education with the Bologna model. Approval 

of the legislation altering the Basic Law of the Educational System in the Portuguese 

Parliament (in mid-2005) was then followed by an exceptionally speedy process of regulation 

and implementation, which resulted in about six hundred proposals for course restructuring 

being handed in to the Directorate-General for Higher Education, up to 31 March, with a 

view to registering adaptation to Bologna or requesting authorisation for running courses, 

based on a Decree-Law dated 24 March and on technical directives published thereafter. 

Attempting to glean echoes of this period in the media, what is striking is the paradoxical 

feeling of vertigo and normalcy emanating from the reports produced. With respect to the 

Process, we find considerations that run the gamut from euphoric-expectant adherence to 

dysphoric-resigned quasi-laments. These reactions, however, tended to concentrate on the 

more immediate contours of the reformulation of the degree system or the much-invoked 

pedagogic reorientation, hyperbolically called by some the Bologna paradigm.12 

In truth, the references which emerged in the public arena centred around a few aspects 

of the Process: (i) its multiple agendas, from the most explicit, regarding mobility, 

employability, competitiveness, to the concealed but ubiquitous issue of funding; (ii) the 

                                                 
12

 Some of the terms and expressions I have italicised (adaptation to the Bologna model, paradigm, Bologna 
training or courses) repeat references used in legal texts and/or press releases, whether quoting the main 
actors involved, or reporters. I use these terms to underscore what appears to be the official and widespread 
understanding of the developments concerned (cf. Decree-Law 74/2006, of 24 March).  
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political process developed in Portugal; (iii) the perversion of the objectives or the scope of 

the reform; (iv) the foreseeable consequences (positive or negative) for students.  

Those responsible for higher education institutions often invoke this double agenda, 

underscoring especially the first facet I mentioned, although they have also called attention 

to the penalising effects of the much-feared reduction in resources. Faced with the vertigo 

that prevailed throughout the entire process of adaptation to Bologna at the beginning of 

,àso eà o testedàtheàst leài à hi hàtheàMi iste ài à ha geàa ted:à This way of working 

is not in keeping with the normal functioning of a law- asedà “tate, à a usedà Lu ia oà deà

ál eida,à Chai à ofà theà Coo di ati gà Cou ilà fo à Pol te h i à I stitutesà CCI“P ;13 headlines 

and opinion pieces published in the press also foregrounded the alienation of students and 

society in general from the whole process. Revisiting these opinions highlights the reiterated 

occurrence of such developments, which reproduce and amplify in the national and 

institutional space the continued, insidious corrosion of the substance of democracy, notably 

in the area of policy-making and development.  

Other opinions tended tersely to stress that conditions on offer in Portugal for putting 

Bologna in place risked converting it into a missed opportunity: be it, on the one hand, 

because priority was given to the production of results for external and internal display as 

regards the reformulation of courses,14 or, on the other, because the Ministry seemed to 

have little inclination to provide the necessary support and resources to enable the 

institutions to undertake the reform (FenProf, 2006: 4-5). A glimpse can be caught in this 

reading that a high price would be exacted in the immediate future for these options.  

Lastly, the press also registered feelings of apprehension and pessimism on the part of 

students, who were totally or partially kept in the dark, and who above all expressed 

o e àa dài se u it àasàtoàtheà alueàofàBolog aàt ai i gàa dàdiplo as:à The e llà eà o eà

a dà o eàpeopleàg aduati gàa dàit sàgoi gàtoà eà o eàdiffi ultàtoàfi dàaàjo à Académico, no. 

                                                 
13

 Theà uotatio à isà toà eà fou dà i à theà follo i gà o te t:à O àtheà th
, the Minister for Science, Technology 

and Higher Education sent out a document, marked as urgent, containing the proposals for norms to organise 
the files on registration of changes in courses and new degrees. The Ministry expected replies from schools to 
be forthcoming two days later. A difficult deadline to meet, since these have to convene several bodies in order 
to analyse the proposals. Two weeks later, the norms have not yet been published in the Diário da República 
[the official journal of Portugal], which means that schools prepared the files without knowing whether the law 
illà eàtheàsa eàasàtheàp oposal à Público, 31 March 2006, pg. 26). 

14
 Ifà eàaddàtoàtheàfo alàa tàofàla àapp o alàtheàhithe toàu hea d-of exacerbated urgency conveyed by the 

Ministry for Science, Technology and Higher Education, in seeking adaptation to the new legal framework, it is 
easy to understand the drifting of the process as regards its main objectives. Accepting this drifting, there is 
othi gàleftàtoàdo.àE e thi gàhasà ee àdo e à Pei oto,à :à .  
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,à pg.à ;à Lessà ti eà toà stud ,à lessà p epa atio ,à fe e à jo à ope i gs à Público, 24 March 

2006, pg. 22).  

This brief account of the climate of opinion in which the adaptation of higher education 

courses to Bologna has been taking place, can at present only lead us to raise questions: why 

have so many institutions eagerly mobilised to be at the frontline of Bologna courses, in such 

precarious conditions and with no backing for their efforts? What are the consequences, 

now and in the times to come? How much longer will we still be debating Bologna in this 

circular and opaque continuum ranging from euphoria to dysphoria, from expectant 

adherence to disenchanted critique, without asking those who make the decisions about the 

grounds and meanings of their decisions?15  

 

2.2.3. Projects for education in the European Union 

2.2.3.1. Useful visions: The European Education Area and lifelong education 

Nóvoa singles out quality and lifelong learning as the two themes that redundantly run 

through the Education & Training 2010 Programme and organise its three strategic 

o je ti es:à improving the quality and effectiveness of education and training systems in the 

EU ;à fa ilitati gàtheàa essàofàallàtoàedu atio àa dàt ai i gàs ste s ;à ope i gàupàedu atio à

and training systems to the wider world. àO àtheào eàha d,àasàu de s o edàa o e,à eàfi dà

the association between quality-evaluation and comparability as a way of defining policies. 

On the other, access for all is intimately linked with the multiplying of means and modalities 

in education and training and with the assumption that employability depends on each 

i di idual sà apa it à fo à alo isi gàhi /he selfàasàaàhu a à esou eàa dàasàhu a à apital.à

Opening up to the wider world includes a number of items which point either to the world of 

work, or to mobility and cooperation inside and outside the space of the European Union 

(Nóvoa, 2005: 215-222). We can thus recognise the stamp of two vast projects in which the 

planned educational policies are included: the European Education Area and lifelong 

education/learning.  

                                                 
15

 A student newspaper reported on a demonstration by Coimbra University students outside the Parliament 
uildi gào à àMa hà .àá o di gàtoàthisà epo t,à Theàta getàofàtheàp otestsà asàal a sàtheàGo e e t,àfo à

not providing conclusive explanations on the repercussions that the reform may have on academic life – Noào eà
a s e sà us,à Po tugalà isà ad ift, à p otestedà theà U io à leade .à [...]à Theà a e sà o eà essagesà su hà asà Noà toà
Bolog a,à esàtoàedu atio àa dà ágai stàp i atisatio àa dàelitizatio àofàedu atio à Mundo Académico, 27 March 
2006, pg. 3).  
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I have been outlining an understanding of the contours and scope of these two flagship 

projects that have emerged in the context of the European Union. Seduction and 

ambivalence, which have represented the very core of these projects, have already been 

highlighted, as well as some fundamental meanings that appear to coagulate a large part of 

their potentialities (Antunes, 2005b). Thus, we are faced with probable trajectories involving 

the rupture, erosion, absorption, perhaps the replacement of current national educational 

systems, with the institutional consistency, coherence and permanence which we attach to 

them, and of the school and biographical trajectories as we know them. The incompleteness, 

the selectivity and the bias of such developments are continually laid bare by processes and 

facts that unfold before our eyes. In this way, indefinition, miscegenation and turbulence of 

contours are currently insurmountable terms to designate certain dimensions of educational 

institutions, while others remain as grimly policed and pronounced as ever. Following this 

reading, I place great value, as a theoretical-methodological warning and inspiration, on 

Be stei sàsuggestion that the meanings of social change should be sought in the relations 

between the frontiers which are brought down, those that end up strengthened and those 

that erupt (Bernstein, 1998). From this perspective, the liquefying of some of the contours of 

the educational system goes together with its internal fragmentation and with the 

crystallising of other segmentations, limits and territories, sketching what I have been 

pondering as a school of variable geometry (Antunes, 2004).  

In any event, it is important to recall that the relations between education and training, 

between education/training and work, and between production and education/training 

systems have been marked by instability, uncertainty, overlapping and miscegenation over 

the course of several decades, but this does not preclude recent developments from having 

taken on significant importance. Individualisation and privatisation, individual accountability 

and State disaccountability have been the directions most often associated with the lifelong 

education/learning project (see, for instance, Lima, 2003; Nóvoa, 2005). Available analyses 

tend to show some, already accumulated, consistency and much hesitation and uncertainty. 

Thus, consonant with the stated readings, the project of lifelong learning has been 

interpreted either as the embodiment of a new pact between the State and civil society – 

with the former distancing itself from sustaining social welfare and with the latter taking on 

a more pronounced role in certain areas (Field, 2000) – or as testifying to a new attribution 

of responsibilities and risks with regard to education (the State takes charge of initial 
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education, employers the vocational training of their employees, and individuals take on the 

quota of lifelong learning) (Hake, 2005). From another perspective, Hake argues that lifelong 

lea i gà hasà e o eà theà so ietal,à o ga izatio alà a dà i di idual à o ditio à fo à su i alà i à

this period of late modernity because of the globalisation of access to communication and 

knowledge, the de-traditionalisation of social life, the institutionalisation of reflexivity 

(Giddens, 2000) – as an application of knowledge to every aspect of social life – and the 

emergence of the risk society deriving from the change, uncertainty, ambivalence and 

ambiguity of collective life in our time (Beck, 1992). Hake also points out that, both in North-

á e i aà a dà Eu ope,à the eà see sà toà eà a à assu ptio à thatà k o ledgeà a dà skillsà toà

enhance employability are now available to every individual consumer in the globalized 

a ketà pla eà th oughà ope à a dà dista eà lea i g ;à heà states,à e e theless,à thatà e à

e lusio a à so ialà allo atio à e ha is s à ha eà e e ged,à e i i gà theà de elop e tà ofà

sig ifi a tà iskà situatio s à hi hà affe tà theà oppo tu ities à ofà sig ifi a tà so ial g oupsà toà

pa ti ipateài àedu atio àa dàt ai i g à Hake,à :à ,à ,à ,à .à 

A new paradigm of lifelong learning does not necessarily have to take on these contours 

(17);16 there are developments and initiatives that follow different, and more promising, goals 

and trends, bearing in mind social development and the deepening of citizenship. However, 

theàEu opea àU io sàdi e tio s,àp oposalsàa dàp og a esàte dàtoà eà ha a te isedà àtheà

guidelines and by the ambivalence to which I have pointed. The flagship-projects for instituting 

a European Education Area and establishing lifelong learning entail a challenge which is 

without guaranteed returns or results: the reconfiguration, at a territorial level, of the 

institutional model, of the biographical trajectories and of the education paradigm, reinventing 

and consolidating its nature as a distributive and democratic social and cultural politics (and 

practice).  

 

. . . . The uest fo  Eu ope . A co o  space, a desti atio  co u ity, a citize -subject: New 

legitimising myths?  

Among other scholars, Martin Lawn presents a reading of the political object and process 

constituted by the European Education Area that underscores its vital link to the project of 

                                                 
16

 I will not discuss here the distinctive meaning of the concepts of lifelong education and lifelong learning, not 
because such a discussion would be irrelevant, but because, on the one hand, there are authors and languages 
(French, for instance) in which the expression used is éducation tout au long de la vie (see, for example, Nóvoa, 
2005) and, on the other, this discussion has been developed by other analysts (see, for example, Lima, 2003).  
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e e ti gà Eu ope àasàaàpoliti alàe tit .àThus,àfo àLa ,à a i gàoutàthisàdesig à ep ese tsà aà

st ateg à ofà go e a e, à aà issio à a dà aà disti ti eà fo à ofà ea i g-p odu tio ;à

according to some analyses, a new form of governance is to be ushered in, free from State 

and national structures and institutions, and modelled on the interactions between groups 

ofàe pe ts,àp ofessio als,àpoliti ia sàa dàte h i alàstaff,àla ki gà aà o stitutio alàpositio ,àaà

legislati eà legalit ,à aà fi edàpla eàofà o kào à aà egulatedà i i à o à usi essà issio . àWeàa eà

faced with the attempt to generate an identity for Europe through the creation of a fluid and 

opaque form of governance which jointly shapes lifelong learning, citizenship and the 

k o ledgeàe o o .àTheàasse tio àofàthisà isio a àdis ou se à eaksà ithài stitutio alàand 

national frameworks to link up with the individual, associating education, work and 

citizenship (Lawn, 2003: 330, 335, 332; Lawn and Lingard, 2002: 292).  

Othe àautho sàst essàtheà eatio àofàtheà Eu ope-Natio àa dàofà aà o o àedu atio alà

spa e àasàa h idàp o essà o i i gà othàaàpe siste tàa dà p ag ati à app oa h, à hoseà

effe tsà a eà o eà isi leà i à theàe e da à li esàofàEu opea s,à a dà a à ide tita à app oa h, à

characterised by ideas and intentions of a heroic cast. According to these authors, the 

European Education Space is thus characterised by a more operational facet that involves 

measures, programmes and designs (methods, objectives, time frames, comparison 

instruments, reference levels, procedures, mobility-enhancing devices), as well as by a more 

symbolic facet (the values, the common cultural heritage, the construction of the European 

citizen) (Nóvoa, 2005: 200-3). Yet others see in the flagship project of the European 

Education Area the building up of an entity – grounded on knowledge, on citizenship based 

on shared common values, and on belonging to a common cultural and social space – 

o g ue tà ithàtheà i te alà a ket, àa d,àtoàthatàe te t,àhighe àedu atio àa dàk o ledgeà

would tend to be treated as goods within that space (Karlsen, 2005: 3-4).  

On the other hand, according to Lawn (2003), the lifelong learning programme appears to 

eàde isi el à useful à fo àdeli eati gà theàEu opea àEdu atio àá ea.àThisàautho àholdsà thatà

this political banner is at the heart of this project, since it embodies the trend to minimise 

formal, institutional influences, procedures and rules and relocate emphasis onto learners 

and issues of performance and comparison. The outline thus appears of the mutual 

i ol e e tà ofà lighte edà up, à plu al, à dis o ti uous,à de sel à populated à fo sà ofà

governance and of learning, weaving a link of necessity and symmetry between physical, 

social and symbolic territorial planning and the creation of subjects. As if learning – re-
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signified as an individual need and responsibility, located in learners, retaining feeble and 

multiform institutional links – ouldàpla à theà leadi gà ole,à fo à Eu ope àasàaàpoliti alào je tà

and project, in this strategy and mode of connection, considering the relevance that 

education (as a public good and responsibility, located in interactions with the other, the 

collective, the community, with a strong institutional embeddedness) had for the 

establishment of nation-states. According to Lawn, the lifelong learning programme 

restructures the field of education, seen as a transmission of knowledge, organised in 

reference to the national space, through specialised institutions that are specifically adapted 

to this purpose. The educational field now becomes broader, including multiple functions, it 

is centred on the learner and focuses on performance and comparison. In this sense, Lawn 

seems to suggest that lifelong learning and the European Education Area take on the 

contours of new legitimising myths (Ramirez and Boli, 1987) and buttress political-cultural 

artefacts emerging beyond the borders of nations and States. However, scepticism seems to 

be the order of the day as to the possibility of these flagship projects becoming pathways 

and reserves for resources capable of engendering forms of governance, identity features, 

a dàsou esàofà ea i gàtoà eateà Eu ope à La ,à :à .à 

 

3. Indirect effects: The European Education Area/Market and lifelong learning  

Theà i di e tàeffe ts àofàtheàd a i sàofàglo alisatio ài àtheàfieldàofàedu atio àa eà a ifoldà

and patently visible both in the reconfiguring of education governance and in the mutations 

in the process of drawing up educational policies. The politics of education (drawing up the 

agenda), as it can be gleaned from analysing the Bologna Process and the Education & 

Training 2010 Programme, suggests a strong congruence, if not a bond, with the setting up 

of the European Union internal market of services and the development of GATS, as well as 

with the principles and rules of New Public Management, developments which are 

asso iatedà ithà theà p o essà ofà eoli e alà o stitutio alisatio . à “etti gà upà theà Eu opea à

Education/Higher Education Area as a privileged strategy for responding to and advancing 

social and educational change, is the engine of the current endeavours to achieve the 

o petiti eà i teg atio à ofà theà Eu ope à lo à i à theà o ld.à I à thisà o te t,à aà globally 

structured agenda is under development through changes concerning:  

(i) the pattern of governance – combining scales (supranational, national, 

subnational), namely for regulation activity;  
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(ii) the form of governance – a pattern and form of regulation compatible with 

market social coordination, especially with regard to higher education and the 

Bologna Process, but also to vocational education and training and to the so-

called Copenhagen Process, included in the Education & Training 2010 

Programme.17 

This trajectory involves pronounced forms of democratic deficit, whereby little by little the 

field of public political decision-making has been reconstructed over the intervening years. 

The Education & Training 2010 Programme, and especially the Bologna Process, are clear 

examples of how nowadays the process of educational policy development is distancing itself 

immeasurably, in its form, direction and substance, from what we might still consider as being 

the principles of democracy (representativity, legitimacy, negotiation, etc.) to become 

illust atio sà ofà hatà o eà a al stà ites:à Heldà agai stà theà e h a kà ofà ep ese tati eà

democracy, the Union shows a deplorable tendency to place legitimacy where there is no 

po e ,àa dàpo e à he eàthe eàisàaàla kàofàlegiti a à Nesto ,à :à .àThus,ào e àtheàpastà

few years, we have seen the following developments: a) new institutional arrangements, 

which are more or less feeble and/or ad hoc, and markedly supranational, now comprising the 

contexts of influence and of production of policy texts; b) the (summary and extra-legal) 

reconstitution of the range of interests involved, of their forms of organisation and expression, 

of the spaces and rules of their engagement, influence and negotiation; c) the tendency to 

reduce the influence of national and subnational actors and interests to the carrying out of 

policies.  

The lack of connection between legitimacy and power, to which I have pointed, currently 

represents a fundamental challenge to representative democracies, and is a prominent feature of 

the so-called new politics and/or new governance. Even if not necessarily sharing the same 

theoretical-political views in their analyses, specialists coincide in underscoring the dramatic 

changes in the processes of policy-making, as well as the discretionary nature of participation 

criteria and issues of transparency and public accountability (Burns, 2004: 154ff.; Santos, 2005: 13-

23).  

                                                 
17

 I espouse the view that the form of governance derives from the (combination of) existing or dominant 
form(s) (the State, the market, the community, the family) by means of which the different activities (and 
scales) of governance are socially coordinated (see Dale, 1997a; 2005).  
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The very real impossibility of knowing in a timely fashion what the measures are which 

will shape the socio-political setting in the immediate future in order to make sense of it, 

represents the most vivid experience we have had of the dizzying changes cascading down 

hi hà o à le dà g eate à depthà toà thisà sile tà e olutio à i à theà fieldà ofà edu atio à

(Newsletter, 2003), a situation we unconsciously tend to naturalise.  

With regard to education politics – that is, the contents of the agenda for education, the 

problems and issues thematised which point to the restructuring of educational institutions, 

processes and practices – we find, where the Bologna Process is concerned, a set of action 

lines whose features reinforce the interpretation that the development of relations of 

cooperation and cosmopolitanism is far from representing an important aspect of the 

initiative, which presents itself rather, as I have endeavoured to argue, as profoundly linked 

to competition between institutions and socio-economic spaces. Analysing the measures 

announced for 2005-2007 shows that work continues on putting in place a regulatory 

framework congruent with the liberalisation of the sector, able to potentiate competition 

between institutions and courses and, further, to set rules, standards and parameters for the 

organising and running of the systems, possibly seeking to safeguard a demanding form of 

regulation. This emerging regulatory framework rests on a trilogy of instruments directed at 

providing education services across borders, reinforcing the relevant evaluative stratum: (i) 

systems of quality assurance; (ii) recognition of degrees and periods of study; and (iii) 

accreditation. The changed role of the State (of public political authority) is thus made clear, 

reserving ultimate responsibility for and authority over regulation, but transferring direct 

exercise and control of same to other entities and actors (for example, evaluation, 

certification and accreditation agencies). 

The European flagship projects for building a European Education Area and putting in 

place lifelong learning are characterised by various ambiguities and ambivalences, which 

prominently betray the emphasis on individualisation of social and economic issues, a new 

pact between the State and civil society with a sharply-defined distribution of risks and 

responsibilities between public authority and individuals as regards education and social 

welfare. We are perhaps witnessing the attempt to engender – by means of these projects – 

new legitimising myths capable of sustaining political-cultural artefacts beyond nations and 

States. The desire to envelop in the same sweep the planning of the physical, social and 

symbolic territory and the creation of subjects appears to be at the core of these projects. 
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Some analysts doubt that these flagship projects will constitute pathways and reserves of 

resources capable of generating forms of governance, identity features and sources of 

ea i gài à eati gà Eu ope .à 

Translated by Monica Varese 
Revised by Teresa Tavares 
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